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Michael Charles:

I am a published short story writer from Scotland.
I love to write fiction in the genres of horror, weird,
and sci-fi. This piece is about the things that wash
up on the banks of rivers, and the strange people
who might collect them. This piece has recently
been published at horrifiedmagazine.co.uk.
Michael can be found on Instagram at
m.e.charleswriting

Ida’s Harp

A short story.

Drifting down the river, my body caught on the marsh reeds.
Face-down and coloured like the riverbed, it was miraculous
that anyone sawme at all.The sun freed itself and light shone
through the occasional gap in the pale sky, which was stained
only by the billowed industrial smog from the city of London
nearby. A paddle steamer chugged upstream through the
thick river slime.
A woman, standing on a hill overlooking the tall grass, saw

me from a distance. She was old; wispy white hair flapped in
a strong wind. Bundled in a large brown overcoat and strong
boots, she appeared native to the surrounding marshlands.
She made her way down the hill with caution, prodding the
earth below her for stability. A dog barked and came

https://www.horrifiedmagazine.co.uk/topics/stories/
https://www.instagram.com/m.e.charleswriting/
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bounding into the river, splashing into the water, sniffing me
from head to shoeless foot, whilst Ida stood at the bank,
clutching her coat to her throat.
“Bring him here Henry!” She called, and at her command,

the dog dragged me closer to firm ground, where I lay
unmoving on the muddy bank.
As dead often are, I was pale driftwood. Stiff with rigor

mortis, my skin glistened the colour of curdled milk, which
shone through the remains of my dark, soaked factory
overalls. There was a hole in the outfit, surrounded by a stain
the colour of rusted iron. A gaping flesh wound peered
through, worsened by the thick crud of the river, and ravaged
by small fish. My sodden hair wrapped around my head like a
loose fishing net.
The woman cooed and tutted as she rolled me over. Her

grip was surprisingly strong, she had fingers like talons, and
her strength was enough to flip me over with almost no
exertion at all.
I was somewhere nearby observing, though exactly where

is uncertain. I was neither floating in the air above the
ground, nor was I walking amongst the nearby grass, but
rather between the two, and nowhere at all.
“You’re so young and so handsome. Look at that beautiful

long hair. I can tell it was a hay colour in its time, few men
have hair like that. Oh, you poor thing, you’re covered in that
horrid river mess.” She wiped at my face and tucked away my
hairs. She looked up and down the river. Seeing no one to
help, she took each wrist and dragged me further out of the

water. “Whoever you are, you can’t stay here. Let’s get you
back to the house until we find out what to do with you.”
She disappeared into the reeds, Henry behind her, and was

gone for some time. A rabbit, curious and hungry came close
tome, sniffed atmy damp skin, before scurrying back into the
reeds.The clouds ambled by as the day darkened.
She returned before long, leading a small and tired looking

pony that pulled behind it a wooden cart. Ida scooped me up
in her arms, one under my knees and the other under my
neck, and she placedme on the cart.The pony pulled the cart
around in a circle, avoiding the reeds and water, and began to
trundle up the hill. It followed a path through the Rainham
Marsh, amongst trees and bushes that showed the reddening
omens of autumn. A cacophony of noises filled the air:
croaking frogs and chirping birds.The woman led the cart by
a rope tied around the pony’s muzzle. A deer stood at a
distant tree line, regarding them with disinterest, chewing a
mouthful of grass, before bounding away into the forest. Ida
walked along, humming to herself. Somewhere there were
azaleas.
A house became apparent through the trees. A sturdy

wooden hut of a building, with a triangular roof. The house
had a small stable sat next to it, with a paddock full of tall,
unkept grass. Bringing the pony to a stop, the woman came
round to the cart and pulled me from the cart. The woman
carried me inside and placed me on a table. My swollen body
draped over the sides of the table; water dripped onto the
floor. The inside of the house was dark, lit only by the failing
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sunlight drifting through dirty windows. Wooden beams ran
across the ceiling, from which hung various pickings and
herbs. A wood-burning stove sat beneath a blackened wall,
surrounded by a messy pile of twigs and branches. The house
was neat, though dusty. Books lined shelves; porcelain dolls
danced on the windowsills. A visitor might feel that the
house did not feel like a home, as much as it felt like a
museum or a chapel. The woman lit the candles around the
room, filled the stove with wood, setting it ablaze, before
coming to peer over me.
Her face came close tomine. It was creasedwith lines of age

in which mud and dust were trapped. Her eyes were big, blue
and sad.
“My name is Ida, by the way,” she said, as though talking to

someone at the market. “I used to live in the city. I came out
here when I ran away from home, you see.”
Composing herself, she stood beside the sink for a while,

absently watching the marsh through the window. She
muttered something to herself, and a smile grew on her lips.
Bending down, she took a leather bundle out from under the
sink, along with an apron. The bundle looked worn and was
kept together neatly with string. She tied the apron tight
around her bulging waist and approached me with the
bundle. She placed it down between my feet and unrolled it.
Within the bundle was a selection of various items and
instruments that one might see in the hands of a surgeon.
There were graspers, clamps, cutters, and callipers.There were
saws and scalpels, all of which were blunted and darkened

with age. Inspecting them one by one, Ida continued to
whisper to herself, grimacing and sucking on her teeth.
“What terrible things people do to each other. Look at all

this filth, this river muck.” Ida filled a bucket of water, dipped
a sponge in the water and began to scrub at my bruised and
purple skin, stripping the remnant scraps of my clothes.
Finished, she pulled one of the long saws from the leather

pouch and began to pull the sharp edges back and forth
against my skin.
“My father,” she said as she butchered me, “gave me

something when I was young. When we lived in the city. He
shouldn’t have, he was a vile man. I didn’t know what it was,
you understand, being so young. He wasn’t a good man, not
at all. My mother loved me; I could tell. But he made it so
difficult. She would sit and cry for days at a time. Sometimes
she would escape up to the attic to play music. She loved to
play the old pianola. But Father hated it; he would break
things when he heard her playing. His drink made it worse.
The house became so lonely when she left, and after that, it
was just me and him for a long time. We spent a lot of time
together, the two of us. And it was then when he gave me his
gift.”
She set about the job of dismantling me not unlike the

butchery of a goat, or some other livestock. Her arms showed
the strength that comes with a lifetime of hard work and her
hands were rough like leather. She did not flinch when my
remaining black blood and water speckled her face, clinging
to her eyelashes. When she was finished, I lay fractured on
the table.
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“What it turned into though,” she continued, “was
something special in a way, I suppose. Not something I could
show to anyone. I hid it for a long time, scared that someone
would see me as different. Rats became a piccolo, a cat or two
became a small viola. Pottery with bones.”
Picking up each part of me one by one, she threwme into a

boiling pot atop the stove.My pieces softened in the bubbling
water and my flesh fell away. Ida pulled the bones from the
mess, rinsed them, and placed them on a large plate sitting on
the table. She extracted my teeth with her fingers, as though
pulling loose stones from dirt. She was meticulous, handling
each bone with care as if it were something precious. She
plucked my hair from my separate head, before carefully
placing it into water.The grime of the river was washed away,
and the golden colour returned to the many strands.
Returning to the table of bones, Ida rested a moment.

Henry, her dog, whimpered in his basket. “Nothing for you,”
she said.
Like a potter at clay, Ida moulded the bones. There was

neither sound nor colour in her work. The bones did as she
intended them to do without force or coercion. Whilst
neither breaking nor splintering, the bones of my arms were
fashioned into a single long pillar, radius to ulna. She blew
across its surface, smoothing and polishing the bone with her
breath. The vertebrae of my spine were reassembled into a
curve and positioned on top of the pillar. The remaining
bones were fused together into a wider board: my femurs,
breastbone, the many little phalanges of my hands and feet.
My browned teeth were fastened in a row along the length of

the neck. Ida then took each strand of my yellow hair and
fixed them beneath the teeth, winding them together. She
occasionally plucked at the strings, listening, and tuning
them.With her work done, Ida stepped back. Henry whined
and stirred.
In my death, I had become a harp. String by string at first,

the harp hummed a beautiful harmony, my voice could be
heard on the edges of the notes.

My voice has come back to me now at last.
I could not make a sound, though my eyes saw,
There is a killer loose in the city.
Oh, how could I have not seen that before,
My own brother, jealous of my love.
Helen, who picked me over him, something
That filled him with a seething rage. And in
A drunken brawl, he thrust a knife into
My side and kicked me down into theThames.
I beg of you if you are a good and
Decent person, you will take me to the
Church Of St Mary Aldermary where
He has taken my bride to be his own.
There I can sing to all there of the truth.
And take for me what I am due.

I felt through the sounds I made, and many of the things
that I did feel were sad and melancholic notes. Even so, I had
foundmy saviour. One who would takeme to the church and
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see the face of that brother as the truth was told before all.
Ida looked at me, the harp. She stood up, taking me in her

arms. “What a terrible and tragic story. You have suffered at
the hands of another, just like I did.” Cradling me, her face
was full of sorrow. “So many have come down the river over
the years. Many who have come to terrible ends by the hands
of others, washed up on the banks of the river. Those awful
people outside this marsh. They don’t care how they hurt
other people.” She turned.
Through me, a feeling of delight surged that caused my

strings to flutter and thrum as she held me. Yet Ida did not
walk in the direction of the door that led to the marsh, and
then the city, wherein lay the police, the constables, the
sergeants. Those who would aid in my retribution. Instead,
she walked into the shadow of the house, to a set of stairs that
led down into the ground.
Where is she taking me? A basement door that was rusted

and worn stood at the base of the stairs. From behind the
door, a subtle whistling could be heard. She pushed open the
door with her shoulder and together we went inside. Placing
me on a table, she lit candles which illuminated the walls with
a dancing orange glow.
In the gloom, I couldmake out… objects of different shapes

and sizes, that were piled high in places. Despite their odd
appearances, it was clear what they were … hundreds of
instruments.
Some, a polished alabaster white, twinkled new in the

candlelight. Others, hidden in the dark, were gnarled and

twisted and showed the signs of time. Violas hung from the
walls; flutes lay in rows in display. There were oboes and
drums with skin stretched taut across the top.
The instruments, as though startled into life by the light,

sprung into a dissonant harmony. A screeching, wailing
ensemble that produced a chaos of noise, as though each
instrument played not to be in rhythm with one another, but
instead played loud enough to be heard over the other. A
hundred stories sung in the cacophony of misery.
Ida let out a short, sharp hiss. A noise that was so similar to

that of a cat, her face seemed to almost morph into a feline
fury. The sound in the room dissipated instantly. “Drifters I
call you. Justice isn’t something that comes to drifters who are
found by the banks of a river.” She rested a hand on me,
stroking my neck. “Not for you. Not for me.” Stepping away,
she went to sit in a rocking chair in the corner of the room
beside the door.
“Now,” she said, “play for me.”

End.
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Sarah Jackson:

Sarah Jackson writes gently unsettling stories. Her
short fiction has been published by Ghost Orchid
Press, the Cabinet of Heed, and Tales From
Between. She lives in east London UK and has a
green tricycle called Ivy. Her website is
sarahijackson.com/writing

The Spinning Circle

All that the men could see from the village was an orange
glow under the fringe of blue pines.They could hear nothing
but peaked laughter and snatches of song, which spiralled
like smoke under the frozen stars. That was the point. That
was why the women carried their baskets of fleece, long
wooden distaffs, knitting needles, and spinning wheels (those
that had them) out to the shack one night each week through
the winter.
It was hardly a shack, in truth. A tent of logs with walls of

woven hazel branches, covered with dried dung and straw. A
bare earth floor, a few rough benches, and the fire in the
centre. The doorway was left open, facing the village. So they
could keep an eye on themen, they said, and themen said the
same.

https://sarahijackson.com/writing
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Inside the ring of light, the women blazed brightly.They sat
wrapped in cloaks and caps and blankets on their stools and
benches. A jug of ale was passed around. Their hands flew
along their yarn and over their spindles at a steady pace, and
their voices danced. Now one speaker, now many, crossing
and looping over each other. Now sliding into song or resting
in silence.
It was Jennet Andrews’ first time spinning with the other

women. She was 14 and didn’t yet have the knack of keeping
her rhythm while the conversation flowed around her. She
would get pulled into the current and drop her pace,
pinching and pulling the yarn. But the older women loved
her bright eyes and her quick, fumbling fingers.
“So, Jennet, have you a sweetheart?” old Mrs Danlin asked

with a wink.
There was a rattle of laughter like leaves and Jennet flushed.
“I do, as I think you already know.”
“You do? Well, tell us all about him Jen and we shall tell

you what we shall tell you.”
Jennet teased at her fleece and smiled to herself. “He’s two

years older. Tall and straight as a birch. His hair is dark, and
his eyes are green. He’s very handsome.”
A couple of the women threw glances at each other, for

they knew full well she was talking about Will Tawler, a
gangly, spotted young man apprenticed to the blacksmith.
But they took care Jennet didn’t see.
“We danced together at Michaelmas, and he’s been

courting me since. He brings me flowers sometimes, and a
necklace of shells that the peddler brought all the way from
the sea!” Her eyes sparkled.

Mrs Danlin smiled, her wrinkled face arranging itself into
soft pouches.
“And is he constant? And kind?”
Jennet tugged her yarn a little faster.
“He’s always thinking of me. Always. He wants to know all

about my day, even the littlest things. Where I’ve been, who
I’ve spoken with. Sometimes he’ll come and visit when we’re
apart too long, when I’m milking, or sweeping. He says he
cannot stand to be away from me, and when we are wed, we
shall be always twined together.”
“And is his temper hot or cold, my dear?”
“Oh, hot I should say! He can be fierce as a boar. Once I

saw him snap a broom in two! He feels everything so deeply.”
Jennet examined a snarl in her yarn and didn’t see Mrs

Danlin’s sidelong glance to the woman who sat beside her.
The woman’s eyes glittered under the brim of a broad felt hat.
She’d paused her knitting and sat smoking a long clay pipe, a
thoughtful expression on her face, which was carved with
deep lines and brown as an acorn.
“Well Jennet,” Mrs Danlin continued. “You’d better tell

your sweetheart to give you some turning room. Believe me,
that sort of grasping love can turn sour awfully fast.”
“You don’t want your young man to go the way of Kit

Carney,” the old woman beside Mrs Danlin added in a low
voice grizzled as bark and put her pipe back in. There was a
murmur from the circle.
“Who’s Kit Carney?” Jennet asked, and a hush settled on

the group. For a moment they listened to the fire crackle.Mrs
Danlin drew a deep breath.
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...

“A long, long time ago all the women in the village were
met here just as we are tonight. But it wasn’t a clear night like
this one. A cold mist hung over the ground and wreathed
around the trees like the breath of some slumbering dragon,
and the moon was wound in sheets of cloud. The women
huddled close to the fire, but they felt the chill down in their
bones all the same.

One of the women there that night, the youngest, had
recently been courted by Kit Carney. He was a local lad with
good prospects, a fine crop of golden curls, and a temper
black as pitch. He’d chased the girl, and pinched her, and
bullied her into taking a turn with him. Her parents were
pleased with the match, and it was true that sometimes he
could be sweet and charming. But she wasn’t sure. She didn’t
seem to feel what everyone said she must feel. She wondered
if something was wrong with her, not to want such a fine
young man for her husband.

One day they were out walking, and he found a beetle
struggling on its shiny black back. She watched as he picked
it up and pulled its legs off one by one.That’s when she knew
she couldn’t marry him.

She decided she’d spent long enough not trusting herself,
so she told him there and then that she couldn’t be his wife.
First, he laughed and tried to kiss her. But when she pushed
him away, he flew into a rage and grabbed her hard around
her wrist, digging his fingers into her flesh.

Agnes, for that was her name, managed to twist out of his
grasp. She ran as fast as her feet could carry her back to the
village, with Kit Carney close at her heels. She swung herself
over the gate where he scrambled and tripped over the
steppingstones where he slithered and slipped, and so she
managed to get back to the village before him. She ran
straight to her best friend’s house.
Her friend was an orphan girl a little older than Agnes,

who we’ll call Bet. She lived alone after her aunt passed two
summers before. This day she was sorting the last of the hard
autumn blackberries and dropped the basket as her friend
came flying into her arms and poured out her whole story.
They had a fierce love for each other you see.
Bet barred the door and took her friend’s face in her hands

and said “Don’t you worrymy darling, my dear, he won’t hurt
you. I’ll not let you become a beetle for an angry boy to play
with.”
Then came a pounding at the door so loud the rafters

shook, and a little rain of dust fell on them both. Kit Carney
bellowed: “I knew she’d run to you; you bitch. Let her come
out and face me and tell me herself why she won’t be my
bride.”
Bet shouted back just as loud: “You knowwhy, Kit Carney.

She’ll not come out, she’ll not come to you again.” She looked
at Agnes, trembling but holding her head high, and took her
hand in her own, strong and berry-stained. “And here’s your
fair warning: if you try and come to her, you’ll pay more than
you can afford, do you hear me?”
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He roared and shouldered the door again, stamping like a
bull. Bet led Agnes away. “Come on, you best help me with
these brambles seeing as you’re the cause they were spilled.”
Agnes smiled and wiped away her tears. She’d known that

any husband would fall short of her love for Bet. Now it felt
clear as day, bright as the sun. Bet was an oak and Kit Carney
just a gall wasp. She threw her arms around her and pressed
her face into Bet’s smoky hair. “Thank you,” she whispered,
and Bet held her tight.
This all happened on the day of the night of the spinning

circle. Kit Carney shouted himself hoarse then stamped away,
cursing. At dusk, the two girls crept out of the house and
down the path to the spinning shack at the edge of the woods.
Agnes told the other women the story as Bet pulled out her
pipe and tobacco.
Pale-eyed Mrs Priddy had nursed Kit as a babe when his

mother died in the bearing of him and said he was a good
child underneath. She was sure he’d see the error of his ways
treating Agnes so roughly, surely it was just because he loved
her so. Agnes should give him another chance. To which Bet
replied sharply that this was his chance. She’d told him clear
to keep away fromAgnes. If he abided by her words, well, that
would be an end to it. If not, he’d had his warning.The other
womenmurmured their agreement andMrs Priddy said: “Do
as you will, I’ll have no part of it,” and picked up her stool and
her distaff.
As she walked off Bet called after her: “Tell him to keep

clear, Priddy, and all will be well.” She blew a perfect blue
smoke ring to send her on her way.

The women span by the light of the fire as usual. They
laughed and told stories, and swapped charms and remedies,
but they kept their voices low, and their ears pricked,
especially Agnes. It wasNell Brannockwho saw him first, just
a tall shadow by the hedgerow in the mist.
“Show yourself, Kit Carney! I see you skulking there,” she

said and stood up, hands on her hips. All the women turned
to follow her gaze.Without a sound, the shadow parted from
the hedge and stepped out of the mist towards the little
shelter until Kit’s face was plain to see.
Agnes reached for Bet’s arm to steady herself. Bet touched

her hand and then slowly got to her feet. “This is no place for
a man. Least of all you,” she said, and her words cut through
the muffling fog. “Turn around and go home, Kit Carney,
and there need be no more trouble.”
He laughed a harsh bark. Two more women stood up.
“No trouble? You’re the trouble, you wenches. I’m here to

fetch back my bride. All was well with us until you all started
whispering poison in her ear. Especially you Bet Farlowe,
you’re… unnatural.”
The other women were all standing now, forming a wall in

front of Agnes, and holding their distaffs before them. Bet
picked up her own, a solid pole of strong oak, and said slowly:
“Well if you’re here for Agnes I suppose you’d best come and
take her.”

...
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Mrs Danlin paused and looked around at the faces of the
women. Some watched with gleaming eyes. Some span
quietly, eyes to the earth and lost in their thoughts. Jennet’s
mouth was hanging open, her spindle idle in her lap. Mrs
Danlin let out a sigh.
“I’ll leave the details in the past where they belong. All you

need to know is that Kit Carney never bothered Agnes again.
He never bothered anyone again.”
A couple of the women laughed low and whispered to each

other. Cloaks were rearranged, legs stretched, and the jug of
ale passed around. A new conversation began about Mrs
Rackett’s black hen. Jennet picked up her spindle and gazed
into the fire, hands moving as if in a dream.
“Did that really happen?” she asked, finally.
“Of course,” Mrs Danlin said. “Though it was a long time

ago now. But not so long ago that it couldn’t happen again.
You make sure your young man treats you kind, and when
you tell him ‘no’, he hears ‘no’.”
Jennet nodded, and turned away, towards a conversation

about the colour of eggs. Mrs Danlin gazed out into the
night. It was probably for the best that Jennet didn’t seeWill
Tawler hastily retreating along the path by the hedge. Nor the
pale form which had been standing behind him, flickering
like a candle. A young man – a boy really – with golden curls.
His face white as milk, eyes grey as rain.
Without taking her eyes from his, Mrs Danlin reached for

the woman beside her, and they sat looking together into the
dark, hands clasped under the warm woollen folds of her

cloak. The other woman drew the pipe from between her
teeth and blew a ring of blue smoke, framing the dead boy
perfectly for a moment before both dissolved in the cold
night air.

End

Author’s note

This story was inspired by an extraordinary account of a
women’s spinning meet that I read inAt Day’s Close: Night In
Times Past, by A. Roger Ekirch:

“In 1759, upon visiting a Spinnstuben, the journeyman
Conrad Hugel suffered a severe beating at the hands of

women armed with distaffs. For three weeks, he lay close to
death. Claiming the punishment was their ‘good right’
because of Hugel’s indecent flirtations, the women later
declared that ‘they should have injured him even more’.”

I feel this glimpse of the past challenges some common ideas
about women's lack of agency in the early modern period, but
also poses uncomfortable questions about when and whether
violence is justified.
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Eternals dark fantasy series. Richard has featured in
Love Letters To Poe, Black Poppy Review,
Noctivagant Press and feels privileged to have
appeared in many more. Richard lives to write.

Cooler than the Sun

A gentle summer breeze washed across the scene like a
painter's wet brush. Less a caressing and more a necessary
amalgamation of colour, light and being, this divine breath
made mischief of my thoughts in the kindest, softest of ways.
Whilst the setting sun dipped its garnet self in the emerald,
ocean-like meadows, and the swifts patrolled the skies before
the bats’ nocturnal needs took precedence, I considered the
past.
The same fox I'd seenmany times each early evening darted

from his den. A wily fellow, dark russet and fluffed to
perfection, his broken tail gave him away and must have
caused him untold embarrassment. Any vixen tempted by his
obvious good looks would have taken one look at that
shattered extremity, sniffed and hastened elsewhere. It was
his Waterloo, and I knew just how he felt.
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The fox shot across the back of the meadow following the
edge of the adjoining farmer's field, a man named Hewitt
who revelled in modern innovations. He farmed twice my
acreage in half the time but had no concept of environment
or its imminent destruction. Money, money, money was all
he saw, green for green, and it weighed heavy on this old
man's soul. The fox seemed to recognise this, avoiding
stepping on such disrespectful soil and instead heading for
the dip between our two separate worlds. This provided the
perfect cover for the cunning fellow, and the fox used it well.
He traced its natural right angle back down the hill and then
stopped where the hawthorn hedge began. He smelled what
we both sensed.
A shadowy smudge lingered on the periphery, one that

refused to blend in, to conform to its surroundings. The fox
saw it. I saw it.The rest of the world turned a blind eye.
When raised in the countryside, one's ideas of terrors and

monsters are somewhat removed from those of others. City
folk fear the cruel blade of a mugger, distasteful words
thrown from back lanes and dark doorways, recoil from
enraged drivers with their blaring horns and narrow misses,
cough at the smog and the pollution, whilst sidestepping
beggars. This urban enclosure breeds villains who chill the
spine. The city is no place for a country boy, and some might
say, for anyone. Tales of monsters and fearsome creatures
need no such manmade attachments in the countryside. The
wild places have ever induced that archaic survival instinct in
those who till the land. Dark places are not mouldering,

mildew-ridden backstreets and dilapidated buildings, but the
whispering reeds and gloom-ridden woods. I knew this well,
old as I was, but still felt the chill. Where I should have
dispelled the peripheral shadow as a trick of the light, tall
weed, age, narrowedmy eyes and thenmoved on, I could not.
Like the fox who'd edged nearer, intrigue drew me in.
The sun dipped lower, burning the horizon and singeing

the sky. The swifts arrowed away. My vulpine friend dallied,
less confident than usual, fearful, not shy. But as a thirst for
knowledge pushed my legs through the whipping grasses,
those that blemished bare arms and deposited their hooked
seeds on my trousers and cotton shirt, primal needs took
over.The presence cooed at the fox like a loving dove and the
promise of an easy meal, but I was not hungry.
It happened so fast.
The shadow fell upon the fox like a storm upon the highest

peaks. All thunder and lightning, clashing, cacophonous
sound, it devastated the poor creature, and then threw away
the carcass. It dropped at my feet like a discarded pistachio
shell. And still, I did not run.
There was something about how the shadowy smudge

shifted.These were not the randommovements of some feral
beast, nor the windswept sojourns of lonely clouds, but the
sensuous undulations of a creature brimming with lustful
desire. It poured, not oozed. It glided, not stalked. As a
nightmare recalled with a strange fondness for detail, it
thickened, took shape and manifested into something
warmer than an iceberg, yet cooler than the sun.
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Somewhere off in the dimming distance the crows fell
hushed. I hadn't even realised them cawing until their
incessant white noise vanished. I had an app onmy phonemy
grandson had insisted I download, that did that, vanished.
You pulled on your headphones, switched off the screen, and
then lost yourself until the timer stopped. "Like listening to
your death," I'd once chuckled. He rolled his eyes. But that's
what it was, the sound of oncoming death. The sound of the
closed-eyed beyond.
The cloud pulsed atop the swaying grasses without

flattening a single blade. There it coalesced. There she
appeared.
Her hair cascaded like a billowing shawl of night. It flowed

across and over her slender shoulders, hugging the curves of
her breasts, her nipped-in waist, to realign itself with the
lower darknesses playing across the meadow. Not charcoal,
nor pitch, her polished blackness gleamed in obsidian. This
was nothing to her eyes.
When Venus rises into the winter sky, it sparkles brighter

than any jewel. Yet it is not a jewel. When the sun screams a
citrine defiance to a cerulean heaven and the void beyond,
that which eventually claims us all, its lemon self shimmers in
circular solidity. Yet the sun is not solid, raging firestorm that
it is.
She was the same. Her eyes were the same. Their darkness

encompassed all darknesses yet held none. They were empty
abysses that colours toppled into, just happening to coalesce
as black. It was not by design.
Her ultramarine lips parted. She spoke.

"Kill me," she pleaded. "Kill me before I kill you."
"Who are you?"The words left mymouth like a chick from

a nest, unaware of what life had in store beyond those loose,
protecting twigs.
"I am Death."
She spoke the words so matter-of-factly, it surprised not

one jot.
"Then you cannot be killed."
"How do you know?"
She reached out one alabaster hand and my heart

responded in palpitations.
"I… just… do…"
She cocked her head like amidnight robin, her hair flowing

west against the breeze.
"You must try, or I will kill again."
"I am old. So was the fox. Neither of us would wish to die,

but death is inevitable. You are there to gather us when we
fall. This is nature's way."
Lady Death licked her lips to a trail of starlight; it whirled

away in the black hole of her mouth.
"This is not the way elsewhere," she said. "Where man's

surroundings run grey and glass, it is different."
"Not here," I persisted.
"Never?"
I shook my head to a crack of old bones.
"I have forgotten so much."
Her hair swayed side to side like a rabbit shaken by a dog.

And though my brain screamed to run, and my legs begged
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to try, I reached out a hand as to comfort her, for Death was
inconsolable.
She wept a jet deluge that gathered like black ice, for not a

ripple of water, nor droplet stirred the surface. This wet ice
rose over my shins, my knees, the grasses, until it chilled my
thighs. It expanded, not poured, filling the bowl that was the
meadow until creeping over the mounds and hillocks and
disappearing to who knew where.
"Please don't cry," I asked. "My wife used to cry for no

reason."
"All I have is my tears."
"The tears just show you care."
"You said the same to her."
"I did."
"That was not a question. I have found her."
Her body swayed rhythmically like a voodoo enchantress.

She heaved a breath, her tears swelling at those sockets for
eyes like rain clouds around a lunar eclipse.
"Don't cry for Caroline. I have already cried all there is to

cry."
"Then for whom?"
"For us."
"All of you?"
"Everything and everyone."
She choked back the deluge, but her sea of sorrows

continued to rise.
"And you won't kill me?"
"As I said, I cannot. Should not." I pulled as sympathetic

expression as I might muster.
She glanced down to the fox's empty shell. It lay there

encased by her dejection like a Damien Hirst artwork at its
gruesomest. She touched it with an elongated fingernail
other men might have termed a talon.The fox vanished.
"I will care for him."
"Good," said I. "Now, you must leave."
"I do not want to." She eased closer.
"You must, or I will fall too. No point burdening yourself

when your lands are so far away."
Her eyes blazed an ebon fury, which lessened to a

nocturnal concern.
"As you wish, my friend," she whispered.
A moment later, she was gone.

…

I pulled the covers right up to my grandson's chin as he
fought the will to sleep.
"How did it feel?" The child’s eyes closed, and then jerked

back open.
"Warmer than an iceberg, yet cooler than the sun." I quoted

myself with a grin.
"I see," he said, though I couldn't have imagined how.

"That's how you chose to look after me rather than go to
Grandma."
I nodded.
"But Mummy and Daddy are back now."
"They are."
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"But you’ll stay?"
I smiled as his head lolled to one side.
He chuckled to himself as he managed, “So that's how you

cheated death. And that's why we’ll be together forev…" His
words faded into infinity.
"Not quite," said I, as the curtains peeled apart, and the

darkness wept anew. "I only ever waylaid her."

The End
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TheGoat

At Loch an Daimh,
The place where the stags congregate
And bend their necks to sup
Water so cool they judge it worth enduring
The bites of midgies in their multitudes.

Yes, at that place there was once
A beast, a monster
An Gabhar they called it
–The Goat–
But that name does not bear witness to its being.

It butchered a shepherd up at a shieling
Scattering his parts across the crags
Right-hand lodged upright

https://twitter.com/RRMCrawford
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In a hole in the ground
Bidding welcome.

His brother Cailean sought vengeance
And called at a weaver’s house
Who lived nearby, peaceably.

“Don’t cross the burn above
Loch an Daimh, lest you
Anger the beast,” he warned.

“But I wish to anger it.”

And when Cailean made his crossing
Emerging from the mirk he saw
A goat, standing two-legged
With the claws of a wildcat
The fangs of a wolfhound
And, most dreadful to behold,
The pale face of a man.

A long knife tucked under his oxter
Cailean let it embrace him tightly
And it shrieked into the gloom.

He tracked its wursome blood
To the weaver’s house
To the weaver’s bed
And to the wide, ragged wound
Across the weaver’s stomach.

With his long knife
Cailean sliced it open
Wider still.
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TheEmpress of Death

My tour guide, Yoshida-san translates the ancient Japanese
characters above the crypt.
Here lies Bati-Mara, the unvanquished Empress of Death.
All who sought to destroy her perished. All who behold her

will die!
“Believed to have risen from the roots of the ancient

Methuselah poison-pine, it is said Bati-Mara decimated those
around her with a single glance. Wherever she went, unholy
death followed.”
He stops when I look up sharp without meaning to.
“She was christened many names over millennia –

Apocalypté, Nepthys, Inzanami. Yama, the God of Death
finally tricked her into resting here, in the depths of the
Forbidden Mountain where he buried her alive along with a

https://twitter.com/nMals
https://www.instagram.com/nmalsn/
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thousand and eight of her dark angels, her followers.”
Every word Yoshida-san says is as familiar as the pull

towards Bati-Mara I’ve long since felt in my core.
“Of course, behind the lore are rumours of an ancient,

deadly plague. Bati-Mara and her thousand and eight were
said to be the only remaining carriers. There are those of us,”
Yoshida-san continues, his tone hushed, “who believe the
lore. For it is said she lies here waiting for her lover to awaken
her. And the earth will run red once more.”
Yoshida-san’s voice fades as the whispers in my head move

my legs closer to the plaque.
“It is forbidden to touch!”
His warning is too late; my fingers have already caressed

the atavistic, platinum encased stone. His reticent glare
speaks volumes of mortification at my irreverence, and I
freeze, expecting an alarm to toll. After a long, tense pause his
shoulders slump in relief.
He bends his neck, but his eyes are stern. “Time to go.”
I nod at his respectful admonition, but my legs won’t

move.
A sub-stratal rumble builds up towards us. A cataclysmic

quake destabilises the very core of the cave we stand in.
An alarm blares and an announcement is made in Japanese.

By the time the English rendition sounds, screams erupt like
a great host of ash before a volcano.
Warning. Please return to your lifts now. There is a potential

containment breach in the cave. At the top, you will be asked to
step into booths where you will be washed and quarantined.
Yoshida-san stills before turning to look at me with wide,

terror-stricken eyes.

“He is here! Her lover has come. Wemust leave before she
awakens!”
My pulse races. I’ve felt her inmywaking state, reaching for

me over and over with smoky, curled claws from deep under
the earth.
“I’ve waited so long for this,” a cold, soft voice says in an

ancient tongue but it’s my mouth that moves.
Blood pours out of Yoshida-san’s eyes and nose. “It’s you!”

He backs away, hysterical.
My lips seem to curl upward of their own accord as those

rushing to the lifts perish one by one, spouting a river of
blood.
Bati-Mara’s spirited tendrils snake aroundmy heart.At last,

you have come.
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Ice Queen

From the moment I left the crystal palace hall
No more enjoyment – snow never ceases to fall…
How long it has been since I’m walking against this
Icy wind? “O, Queen!” I miss your kiss, scene of bliss.

The moonlight at midnight had shined the bluest eyes
I’ve seen. I fell in love at first sight, and now cries
How you died. “Forgive what I do!” I hid my knife…
Of blood you died, with this taboo – I took your life!

“Kill the Queen and we’ll be free!” I did it so why
Snow keeps falling from trees?Where is the sunny sky?
When will my village be released? “Tell me, Ice Queen!”
I would like to see, at least, my land full of green!
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Nothing has changed yet? “No!” Everything got much worse…
Feeling regret, I… I couldn’t forget, your white curse…
A white skin as intense as the snowstorm, that still
Raging more. Or could it be… your new form, new will?

My brain… I’m in so much pain. I not only lost
The one I loved; all that remains of her – her frost;
Failed to save my own, ended up dying of cold.
Ah! Somehow, I was blown by my Queen, clad in gold…

Ah! Amidst the storm, before dying, in the end
I finally feel warm… I feel them…What you send

Are kisses, through this icy wind… I die in peace…
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TheVoice of theWitch

Staring reveals with whom, not why, I stand.
So stare and wonder, as I did before,
If my heart was indeed carved from ice.
No answer will appear.
Staring thaws no cold heart.
Avail yourself of no reluctance nor regret.
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Watch as I force the winter chill through my eyes,
No tears flow upon the tundra.
Listen... I push the blizzard winds through my throat,
The squalls cut and bite.
I speak for the damned witches and pariah.
My howling whirlwind knows no outcasts.

I know the blizzard wind brings few friends,
But stare into the frozen gale and respect its might.
Neither friend nor foe is scorched until fire overcomes icy
winds.
Only when truth’s light becomes a raging fire...
May the pyres ignite
And the witches burn.
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The Sound the Bells Make

There is a deep, meandering hole in the middle of the
Shrouded Forest. In other forests like Ashfault and Morrow,
the trees shyly greet the sky with their gentle limbs, the light
sifting through their leaves to the moist undergrowth below
where life forms and chitters.
There is no such life in the Shrouded Forest. The trees are

gatekeepers; their woven, gnarled arms squeezing the life out
of the sky. Where mother and critters and lapins with
summer tails flit through other forests, here there are only
murmurs, slithering, and silence.
The hole is in the heart of the forest, as if burrowed down

to find its ancient pulse. Along the insides of the walls there
are trinkets; those collected by the creature that lives there. It
dedicates the first few metres to sharp pieces of glass, knives,

https://www.cognizant.com/idea-couture/impact/
http://puritan-magazine.com/coke-for-life/
http://www.exilequarterly.com/william-john-wither-exile-quarterly-42-2-the-bulbous-it-with-no-eyelids-a-reading/
https://www.yolkliterary.ca/
https://www.yolkliterary.ca/
https://www.chapters.indigo.ca/en-ca/books/cvc8-carter-v-cooper-short/9781550968453-item.html
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and sheered sticks slathered with mud that become the hole’s
teeth like a thirsty trap.
Beyond the teeth, the hole’s throat is coated with precious

objects – gold watches that tick and cerulean glasses that
glint and ruby-festooned bells that ring from the heat of the
hole’s breath. And if you were to stand a hundred metres out
from the hole, as many merchants and Vistani do on their
journeys from Albrecht to Shawl, the melodious nature of
these noises might cause you to pull your caravan over to the
road’s side and venture into the recess of the forest, where
time has no meaning and day is only night and light is not
seen, as set forth and known.
Below the trinkets there is a sheer drop, a grubby chute of

dirt and decay for some twenty metres that ends in a pile of
leaves. You’d be mistaken in thinking this was the creature’s
nest. It is merely a net, one that cradles the fallen, thinking
they’ve been saved from a waking dream. They attempt to
stand and find themselves sticky with warm blood, a jagged
piece of glass jutting from their side. They look up and are
greeted with the tepid, moist breath that brought them to the
hole’s mouth in the first place; the glint from the creature’s
treasure replaced with the underside of the hole’s jagged teeth
that now smile down at them, wet.
To look up any further is the same as looking forward or

standing on one’s head, for all is as dark as the next. Careful,
careful they teeter in the only direction they can go, feeling at
the hole’s fuzzy oesophagus teeming with moss and rocks.
The hole ceases being one for twenty feet, a level plain that

leads to another drop.This is the creature’s game, the taste of
hope before a fall, the sound a throat canmake as it falls down
the tract of another. Slowly, they are reacquainted with their
senses, a low humming in their side, a sharp pain in their leg,
new, and as their head blinks in the blackness, they feel it, a
warm air – one that no longer greets their face, but forms
droplets wet and frigid on the napes of their necks. They try
to drag themselves, pull themselves away, but claw helplessly
at bone.
Here is where they find the Shrouded Forest’s true

undergrowth: not that of fallen bracken or rich dogwood and
spruce, but the bones of whatever happens to find itself
snatched up in the belly of the woods suckered into the belly
of the hole.
They claw desperately at the bone, hoping to find ground,

to find purchase, but the only thing they find is formidable
and lean as it sneaks its way up their leg and gives a firm tug.
The intruder screams, but in the Shrouded Forest above, all is
silent except for the soft ringing of bells, the hole too deep to
hear.

End
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Savvatiani

[definition: an undead body leaving the grave every Saturday
to wander the land; a vampire.]

A black rooster crows once.

In life, I never set foot inside
Church nor chapel. I wore my hair loose,
My skirts split. Traded sensible shoes
For wildflowers pressed between dirty
Toes. When parishioners drank
Holy water spread sanctified oil
On their foreheads cruciform,
I traversed rivers in my naked
Skin, I called black cats and crows
To my side, kissed nymphs, nereids,
And other apparitions upon
Crystalline, smooth-scaled lips.

https://twitter.com/avramargariti
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A black rooster crows once.

Was it any wonder? my friends
And family whispered, still in their
Mourning regalia, the tear-moistened
Moirologia resounding under mirrors
Sheathed in heavy cloth,
The koliva gathering resin-dark flies
Over sticky clumps of funerary sugar.
Was it any wonder that my wild
And fiendish soul would find
No rest among the roots and soil?

A black rooster crows once.

Under moonlight frosted silver,
Darkness crawling with my rats and ravens,
Church bells holding their breaths
For Sunday service, I walk the land.
My hair in matted strands like
Tangled wool, my dress – unwed
White – torn by thorns and coffin nails.
Shoes lost, and within themmaggots
Writhing. I traverse rivers whose waters
Cannot wash my stains and stench
Of death. I kiss my magical maidens
Who sigh sweetly as they savour
My rancid rot.

A white rooster crows thrice.

My bed of dirt and claw-marked wood
Summons me – pull unbreakable
As the encroaching dawn.
I walk myself back
To restless slumber, shallow grave,
‘til next twilit Saturday, when

A black rooster crows once.
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All Your Silent Prayers

The church is an apparition. Blazing white, it blurs at the
edges bleeding into the indigo blue of the night but maybe
that’s just the tears in your eyes. They stream down your face
stinging your cheeks and clogging your nose. Your breathing
comes in choking little sobs. You don’t know how long you
have been wandering the streets. The time since the moment
you saw your boyfriend snake his hands up the skirt of that
blonde girl from the jazz band got stretched and bent out of
shape. There is nothing around you but dark streets and
empty parking lots, and the cold wind bites through your
flimsy jacket.The neighbourhood is unfamiliar.
You walk up the steps. Surely, the church should be closed

at this hour, but the handle gives, and the door swings open.
Inside, the pews are polished oak and the columns gleam like

https://twitter.com/onbonbon7
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pale bone. Your steps echo in the vast, empty cavern of the
nave and the sound reverberates, soaring up, up to the vaulted
ceiling high above. Other than that, the church is silent, and
its quietude wraps around you in a cocoon. You sink onto a
nearby bench and begin praying, words spilling out,
desperate and bitter. You haven’t prayed since you were a
child. In the distance you hear the bells ring. It must be
midnight.
A slender hand lands on the backrest of the pew in front

and you look up. The priest is tall and lean. Young. Marble
and coal, black cassock, and pale white skin. You didn’t hear
him approach. “Child,” he says. “No prayer stays unanswered
within these walls. What is it you seek?”
You wipe your nose on the cuff of your sleeve, painfully

aware of his dark lashes and sculpted cheekbones. Colour
creeps up your neck and, embarrassed, you mutter, “It’s
nothing. I should be going.”
“No, no. No need to be embarrassed. Unburden your soul,”

he says, and his voice reaches down to a place deep inside your
soul, an aching spot you never knew existed. You speak about
being overlooked, abandoned, relegated to the end of every
queue. The boys that looked the other way. The cheap
perfume your mother wore. The bicycle you didn’t get on
your thirteenth birthday. Every petty grievance blooms on
your tongue, all poison and spiky thorns.
He listens with unwavering attention. You never felt so

seen. “And you wish things were easier. Not so unfair,
perhaps?”
“Yes,” you sob. “Yes.”

He smiles. “I can certainly help with that.Here’s something
special for you.” He flicks his wrist, long fingers with smooth
translucent nails draw your gaze, and you see a rosary snaking
down his palm, every bead – a shining, precious pearl. You
want it more than anything in the world. You reach out for it,
and he snatches it back, laughing. “Don’t you want to know
why it is so special?”
You nod fervently, afraid that he’d change his mind and

hide the rosary away from you. He seems satisfied with your
response. Words flow off his tongue like music. “Every bead
on this rosary is a heart’s desire, a silent prayer of your soul.
What you wish, it will provide. A perfect balm against the
pain of this world. A shield against unfairness. Would you
like to have it, child?”
“Yes,” you whisper and something inside you trembles like

an overstretched string.
“What if I said there was a price to pay? Would you still

want it?”
“Still yes,” you say.
He opens his palm, and the rosary drops into your hands,

cold and surprisingly heavy. You study every detail of the
beads, marvel at their round smoothness. A thought occurs
to you and you look up. Somehow, you’ve made it back to the
front door and the chilly night wind ruffles your hair. “And
what will happen when I use up all the beads?” you say and
stare up into his face. Little fires flicker in his eyes, stars or the
street lamps reflected in the velveteen darkness of the pupils.
“On that day I’ll come for your soul, and the bells will be
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ringing on the tallest tower of Hell,” he says and laughs. And
you laugh as well. A taxi rolls up to the curb. You climb inside.
At home, you fall across the bed and sleep without
undressing.

...

In the bright light of morning, your little adventure seems
stupid, and the rosary on the nightstand has a dull shine of
cheap plastic. You shove it into a cardboard box in the closet
and forget all about it.
Two weeks later you meet your future husband. He is

everything you ever dreamed of and more. Who would have
thought someone like him would look at you twice, let alone
propose, but here you are – bride and groom.
Six months into your marriage you learn that your ex-

boyfriend was killed in a car crash along with that blonde girl
from the jazz band. You’re a little sad and then let it go. Some
part of you thinks they got what they deserved.
It’s smooth sailing from then on. You’re accepted into the

graduate program of your dreams when their first choice
quits at the last minute. A coveted promotion lands in your
husband’s lap after his boss, quite unexpectedly, dies of a heart
attack. The house you move in is perfect and soon your first
child is on the way. It’s a boy. His brother arrives two years
later, and you yearn for a little girl to complete the set, so
when the ultrasound at twenty weeks shows yet another boy,
you’re understandably disappointed. In due term, you give
birth to a girl. The doctors shrug. Say it must have been a

technician’s mistake. Or a miracle. You’re a perfect mother
and your children are exemplary in everything – school,
sports, and household chores. Faultless, just like your
marriage. On one occasion you spot your husband flirting
with a neighbour. Her visa gets cancelled and is never
renewed. Nothing disturbs your peace.
One day you go digging through the bedroom closet

storage in search of some old photos. You upend a box, and
something slides onto the floor. It is a rosary or rather what is
left of it – nothing but a fraying thread with one single bead
still attached. A pungent smell, like frankincense but sweeter
– with a tinge of honey and rotten flesh – fills your nostrils.
Cold sweat breaks out on your forehead. Hands shaking, you
rummage through the box and overturn it, contents spilling
across the plush carpet. You find no more beads. Not a single
one.
You think that this is a stupid joke. You blame your

husband. Accuse the kids. They don’t understand what got
into you.
You jump into the car and drive until you reach the part of

the city with overgrown parking lots and boarded up houses.
You’ve never visited this neighbourhood since that long-gone
night, but your hands on the wheel seem to know the way.
You find the church, but it can’t be right. It’s nothing but a
burned down skeleton – the charred, crooked fingers of
ruined walls pointing upwards. You ask a passer-by when this
happened. He looks at you, incredulous, and gestures to a
bronze commemorative plaque. You read and the dread
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settles in your bones: “…built over the remains of an ancient
temple, this church was considered haunted and was set on
fire by the superstitious mob in 1703. These ruins are
preserved as a reminder of the power of superstition.”
You vow to be careful, to watch your thoughts and never

wish for shortcuts and easy ways out. You fasten the rosary
around your neck, clutch the single remaining bead in your
sleep. You refuse to speak. You’re afraid a wish will slip out
inadvertently. Your husband grows distant. Your kids whisper
behind your back. Your face in themirror ages by theminute.
And, wherever you go, you hear a low, booming sound like
the bells tolling somewhere far below, getting louder and
louder every day.
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Dark Spirit

A dark spirit roams the room
He is in haste
The way he moves
The way he looks and writes in rage
How he got up and grabbed some booze

His rotten body is dragged with effort
On a rugged carpet of the darkest room
He is mumbling
Crying
Laughs like mad
Not even worms have understood
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Dark spirit?
Wait for a second
Spirit is not in possession in here
Imprisoned by the move of limbs
Resisting worms that feed on him

“Let us feast on this decay”
They whisper laughing in his ear
“Let’s just accept your tragic faith
Of being stuck in alien fear”

...

"I do not fear"
He said at last
"I won't resist you
nimble ones
be free to eat my dying skin
and I will sense your claws and teeth
for they are way more real to feel
than rotten flesh of walking me"
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TheGift

The black cat was a stray and looked like one too. He had a
large cut down his left ear, a remnant from a long-lost fight,
and his fur was patchy and tangled. I had taken to calling him
Mildew, after his emerald eyes. I fed himwhenever he visited,
coming in through the kitchen window like a soldier
returning home from war. Or a King returning to his castle.
Lately, he had taken to bringing me gifts. A dead robin on

my porch, or a vole half-chewed, limp, and blood-soaked.
Sometimes, Mildew would prowl into the kitchen and
through into the living room with a trophy from his late-
night hunt and deposit his gift right in front of me.The only
thing missing was a bow.
This is what happened tonight. Only he had never brought

me a gift that was still alive. Or one that spoke.

https://twitter.com/Sam_Edwards1990
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I was curled up on the sofa reading. I had lived in Scotland
for six months, my small cabin nestled up in the Highlands
and isolated from the outside world. My closest neighbour
was on the other side of a sloping hillside through thick
forests of pine and oak. My abode remained mostly
unchanged from the previous owners; a large watercolour
painting of a stag sat above a roaring fireplace; a low ceiling
filled with wooden beams, discoloured and cold; a tartan rug
covering most of the floor.
A patter of footsteps disturbed me. My resident stray

entered through the open kitchen window and strode into
the living room with a gift for me. Mildew dropped his
newest catch on the tartan rug, and I saw a creature I had
never before laid eyes on. At first glance it could be mistaken
for a bat; it had similarities in colour and size and winged
arms. But on closer inspection, the creature appeared too
sleek and too slender. Its torso was covered not in fur but in
scales, onyx black with a glisten of ember. It also had an extra
pair of arms and wings; the limbs totalled six, not four.
Instead of a snout and small mouth, it had a beak, crooked
and teethed, jagged with malice, and from it the creature
croaked; “please, help me—”
I dropped my book and let out an exclamation that was

part gasp, part profanity. Had this animal really just spoken?
Or had it been a trick of the silence, the isolation and solitude
with naught but rolling hills and misty mountaintops for
company, playing with me?
Composing myself, I knelt down beside it. Mildew, now

somewhere behind me, meowed loudly, almost in warning.
“Shush, Mildew,” I hissed at him, and he silenced. Back at

the creature, I asked, “Did you… Did you just say
something?”
“Yes,” it gasped, and I could see that it was in immense pain.

Mildew's teeth had penetrated its torso, and it was breathing
heavily in slow, deep breaths. “It hurts. Please.” A slither of
blood trickled down its body, leaving a small stain on the rug.
A memory, sudden and swift, like the onslaught of a

speeding train. When I was a child, my father found a mouse
stuck in a mousetrap in our cellar, its back broken and spine
crushed. It squealed and cried, yet it clung to life. My father
scooped up the poor rodent in a dustpan and took it outside.
He told me to look away, and I pretended to cover my eyes,
but I peeked through the gaps inmy fingers, and I saw him lift
his leg and bring his boot down on its skull in one heavy
stomp.The squealing had stomped instantly.
The thing seemed to sense my thoughts. Its face scrunched

up in what I can only describe as anger, and hissed at me
“No.”
I should have wrung its neck right there and then, be done

with the whole ordeal and forget the night with the strongest
whisky I could find. But the pity was too strong.
There was a first-aid box under the sink. I grabbed it, and

as I returned, I saw Mildew still contemplating me, sitting
atop the sofa with his head cocked. Kneeling by the creature,
its breathing increasingly raspy, I took to cleaning the wound.
“What are you?” I asked as I worked. The fire was my only
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light, flickering and lurid. Shadows danced on the four walls
of giants and dragons, and they watched.
“We aremany things,” it wheezed, wincing as the antiseptic

liquid washed the bite marks. “We… we are ancient, and we
are swift.We are whispered about in the silencing dark.”
“We?”
“The Sluagh,” it whispered, pronouncing it as ‘Sloo-Ah’

that descended into a hiss. “We are hosts of the dead, the
forgotten, the spirits who still feast.”
“Let’s clean you up and get you back on your feet before

you do any more feasting, right?” Mildew started growling
behind me. I ignored him, but the hairs on the back of my
neck were standing up. I could feel goosebumps race through
the flesh of my arms. I couldn’t explain why, but I felt it very
important that I save this creature and be in its good graces.
After applying a small bandage to the wound, I brought it

a small bowl of water. It turned on its side and slurped at it
slowly, a small stubby tongue lapping at the liquid.
“I haven’t heard of The Sluagh. But then again, I’m not up

to date with my Scottish folktales.”
“A mercy in that, at least,” it huffed, and started to sit up,

using all four of its front limbs to steady itself. One of the
wings stretched out, magnificent and powerful. “Would you
assist me?”
Mildew growled, flicking his tail back and forth in defiance

as he prowled around the room. I put my hand on the
creature's back, and with a slight push helped it to its feet as
it regained composure and hobbled forwards in a twisted

limp. At the front door it paused for me, so I went to unlock
it. I could hear a distant sound but couldn’t quite place it.
“Thank you for your kindness,” the thing said, looking back

at me. “You have my gratitude… although, I fear it won’t be
enough.”
I opened the front door. What greeted me was an army of

winged creatures, a shimmering black against the twilight sky,
the symphony of a thousand wings beating together, the
chirping and bellowing of The Sluagh united. The one I had
saved limped forwards once again, and upon testing its wings,
took flight. It disappeared into the mass above me. I could
discern it no more.
Mildew walked beside me, and himself looked up at the

assembled horde. “You shouldn’t have shown mercy,” he
purred, his voice thick as honey and deep as the ocean. “They
will not.”
The Sluagh circled, and as one, they descended.
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Assimilation

I just wanted her to be happy. And she can’t be happy without
friends. I’ve never met anyone who cares more about
friendships than she does. I have no idea where that comes
from. Not from me, that’s for sure. Anyway, her friends are
everything to her. And she is everything to me.
When we moved – such a big move! – I thought she’d be

devastated to say goodbye to her old friends, but she was
excited about all the new people she’d meet.
“I’ll have friends who speak South African and friends who

speak French, hey Mama?”
We moved into our rented house a month before school

started, which gave us some time to settle, to explore a bit, to
walk down to the village school that Laura would be going to.
Back home the school run had involved half an hour in the

https://www.instagram.com/robynfraser66/
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car every morning, with snarled up traffic, potholes, angry
drivers, and then half an hour back in the afternoon, with the
same. Here, the school run takes ten minutes each way and
involves a little stream, a field of cows and more wildflowers
than even Laura can pick.
The school itself isn’t much to look at. A bit concrete and

bare, I thought, when I first saw it. But Laura was very
excited.
“Oh, Mama,” she sighed dreamily. “That's where I'll meet

my New Best Friends.”
“How about a walk in the forest on the way back?” I

suggested as we headed home. “We haven't gone there at all
yet.”
But Laura shivered dramatically when we stepped into the

cool stillness.
“I hate it,” she said, after only a few seconds. “I want to go.”
“Let's walk a bit further. It’s just dark in this part because

the trees are so thick.There's more light up there.”
Clutching my hand, Laura followed me over soft ground

that swallowed our footfalls.
“See?” I smiled, turning to her once we reached the

clearing. “It's nicer here—”
Laura shrieked as something leaped right out of the bush in

front of her, and raced off up the path ahead of us.
It took me a second to recognise the shape as a little boy,

not much older than Laura. “Pardon, Madame,” he called
over his shoulder, as he leaped back into the bushes and
disappeared. “Pardon, Mademoiselle!”

“Do you think he goes to my school?” Laura asked, staring
after him. “I don't like him.”
“He's just a little boy, playing in the forest. He didn't mean

to scare you.”
“The other children won't be like him, will they?”
“They'll be a mix. Some like him, some different. Some

nice. Some not so nice. Just like your old school.”
“Well. As long as I have friends.That's all I want.”

...

She skipped all the way to school on her first day, kissedme
goodbye at the classroom door, and skipped inside without a
backward glance. I watched until I saw her welcomed by the
teacher, then I walked home alone.
I was back three hours later to fetch her for lunch, and as

soon as I saw her I knew things hadn’t gone well.
“I didn’t make any friends at all. No one played with me,”

she said, her sweet little face pinched with confusion and
worry. “No one spoke to me. Even in French.”
“It’ll take time. It’s only the first day. You don’t know each

other yet. Was your teacher nice? I know she can speak some
English. Did she help you?”
“Yes. She was friendly, and she told everyone in the class

that I was new and that they should show me around. But
they didn't.”

...
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Over the next few weeks, we tried to settle into our new
life. Paul disappeared further into his work and was hardly
ever home before dark. I spent my time unpacking boxes and
organising the house, and in the afternoons I worked hard to
help Laura get over the disappointment of her mornings.
I bought her a pair of guinea pigs and wemade them a wire

run in the garden. It was big enough for Laura to sit in to play
with them but strong enough to cover with a piece of
tarpaulin, to keep them safe from neighbourhood cats and
the birds of prey that circled constantly overhead.
We did all Laura’s favourite things – baked cakes, had dolls’

tea parties, painted. But a mother is not a friend.
“They don’t like me, Mama,” she told me one day.
“That can’t be true, sweetheart. You’re wonderful.” I tried

to sound confident but her words sent a shiver of fear down
my spine, conjuring upmemories ofmy own friendless school
years.
“They told me they don’t. They said I’m different.”
The thing was, they were right. She was completely

different to them. They tumbled over one another like
puppies as they ran into the school; they pushed each other
in the corridors; fell down and grazed their knees, got up and
kept running. They were always punching one another,
always shouting. And once or twice when children ran past
her at school, I actually saw her flinch.
“Have they ever hurt you?” I asked, appalled.
“No,” she answered. “But I always feel like theymight.”
I tried tomake friends with the othermothers, for her sake,

hoping to organise a play date, but it didn’t work. They were
polite, they smiled. But somehow, as we all stood waiting at
the school gates, conversation never happened.The language
was a barrier – I could only speak very little French – but that
wasn’t the whole problem. Even the English-speaking
mothers weren’t interested in me.
I was left alone and if it hadn't been for my neighbour three

houses down, I wouldn’t have known a person in the village.
But Sylvie was an immigrant herself and she understoodwhat
we were going through.
“It is not easy to integrate into this community,” she said

onemorning as I sat in her bright, immaculate kitchen. “I also
struggled.”
“How did you do it?”
“I was befriended by someone in the village. She helped

me.”
I sighed and looked out the window at the forest that

loomed up behind our houses.
Sylvie followed my gaze. “The forest is lovely, no?”
I laughed. “I want to like it. In my head, I do like it. But …

actually, it gives me the creeps. It’s too dark for me.”
Sylvie nodded. “I see now. You prefer the fields of pretty

flowers and the sunshine?”
“I do.”
“You are a lamb. Like Laura. No wonder she has a problem

at school. She’s a lamb and the children here are wolves.”
“She is a lamb. So what do I do?”
Sylvie was quiet for a moment while she stirred her coffee.
“Well,” she said finally, “maybe she will become a wolf, like

the rest of them.”
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“Oh Sylvie, she can’t change. She’s the gentlest little soul
I’ve ever met. She’ll never be like them.”
Sylvie patted my hand. “Don’t you worry. We’re social

creatures, we humans.Wewant to runwith the pack. You and
Laura will find a way.”
“Well, I wish we could find it a bit faster.”
“Assimilating can take years. Be patient, my dear, and it will

happen.”

...

But if anything, Laura and I just felt more like outsiders as
time went on. One morning, on our way to school, we’d just
passed the field of cows when we came upon a wagon
standing in the adjoining farmyard, in front of the barn. It
wasn’t immediately clear what was in the wagon – the
tarpaulin that covered it was pulled back only slightly, and I
got a confused impression of black andwhite cowhide, frayed
at the edges and bloody, rolling eyes, a massive tongue
hanging loosely.
“What’s that, Mama?” Laura asked, a second before I

realised what we were looking at and quickly stepped
between her and the wagon.
“I think a cow had an accident, baby.”
“How, Mama?” she persisted, trying to see past me.
“Don’t look, Laura. It’s ugly.”
On the way home I passed it again. The tarpaulin was

pulled all the way back now and I took my time looking. A
huge, bloodied head … a tangle of forelegs and smashed ribs

… then … nothing but a backbone and hind legs, and torn
ribbons of cowhide. Nothing in between at all. No stomach,
no insides.
What’s black and white and red all over? I remembered

some childish joke from my schooldays. A sunburned
penguin. A newspaper.This … thing.
I started at a noise to my left.
The farmer was standing in the doorway of the barn,

looking at me as I stood looking at the cow.
I thought I heard himmutter, “Chiens,” as he walked away,

back into the darkness of the barn.

...

“Dogs?” I asked Sylvie later. “Did he really mean dogs did
that?”
“Yes, they were talking about it at the bakery this morning.

They think it was a pack of strays.”
“Dear God, a pack of stray dogs that can do that to a cow?

And they’re running loose around here? So near the school?
Isn’t that a problem?”
“It wasn’t near the school. It was up on the other side of the

forest.”
“But … what was the cow doing up there? That’s really far

from the field.”
“I have no idea.” Sylvie sounded strange. Annoyed. Unlike

her. “Maybe it wasn’t a cow from down here. Now Anne, my
dear, I’m sorry to rush you but once you’ve finished your
coffee I need to go out.”
I went back home and thought about what Sylvie had said.
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She was fooling no one. Because I’d seen the rope. Heavy and
knotted firmly around what was left of the cow’s neck. That
was unusual. They all wore huge bells, yes. But rope, never.
That cow hadn’t wandered off anywhere. That cow had been
tied down to something when it’d been gutted so completely.
Like a sacrifice.

...

Life went on. Winter moved in. Night fell earlier and felt
much heavier. Laura started crying herself to sleep and
complaining about stomach ache every morning when she
got up.
I tried to talk to Paul about it one night when he got home

from work.
“We have to put her in an English-speaking school,” I told

him. “The language thing … it’s harder than I thought it’d be.
I can only talk to one of the teachers at the moment. I need
to be able to talk to the headmistress. Laura needs to be able
to talk to the other children. This village school isn’t
working.”
“Private school,” he said, between forkfuls of reheated

lasagne. “Don’t be ridiculous.”
“Paul, we cannot let her go on like this.”
He lifted his eyes from his plate and looked at me coldly,

furiously. “Who do you think is going to pay for it?” he
asked, his voice a rope pulled almost to snapping. “You?”
“Paul, can’t we just—”
He stood up, sending his chair over backwards, and

stormed over to the dresser in the hall. “What about these,
Anne?” he asked, grabbing a fistful of papers from the pile
that always stood there. “Water and lights, credit cards, car,
insurance … who’s going to pay for these when I stop paying
them and start paying for private school?”
So that was our fight, and I lost it.

...

The next week I found the guinea pig run ripped open and
both animals partially eaten, lying on the grass. Snowball, the
fat white one, still had a look of surprise on her face. I buried
the bodies, cleaned up the blood and told Laura they’d
escaped, to live in the forest.
“I’m happy they’re happy,” she told me through sheets of

tears. “But it hurts so much to let them go.”
“Should we get two more?” I asked, with the desperate

generosity of a mother who feels she’s failing, at everything.
“We’ll keep them inside so this won’t happen again.”
She said she’d think about it and let me know, but she

never mentioned it again.

...

She started creeping into my bed when Paul was away on
business, holding my hand in both of hers, and staring at me
with her bright eyes, until she finally fell asleep. And the truth
is, I loved it. I’d co-slept with her when she was a baby, and
when she moved into her own bed, my arms had ached for
her soft, warm little body. It was wonderful to have her there
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again. I put fairy lights in the corner of the room, so when I
woke up with her next to me, I could watch her sleeping like
I did when she was born.Of course, I knew she was only there
because she was unhappy and lonely, and it couldn’t –
shouldn’t – last. But for a little while, it was as if I had my
baby back.

...

Just after Christmas, things got worse. Laura came out of
school one afternoon with an angry scratch down her cheek
from eye-corner to lip.
“Tina scratched me.”
Tina had been making Laura miserable in a lowkey way

since her first week there: a nasty comment here; a little push
there. But this was too much.
“What happened?” I asked Laura's teacher.
“Laura had a toy that Tina wanted, and she scratched her.”
“And?”
“And of course Tina was in trouble. But really, it's not

Laura only. Tina attacks everybody.”
“And what are you doing about it?”
“Doing?”The teacher looked surprised.
“To stop it.”
“We are helping the children learn ways to manage her.

And we tell Tina she cannot do that. But you know, it's all
natural, you don't have to worry. Tina is the alpha pup in her
group and everyone is finding their place around her. Soon
Laura will find her place too and Tina will leave her alone.”

But that didn't happen. The next week Laura came home
with a bruise on her upper arm where Tina had pinched her.
And a few days later an older child pushed her over in the
playground and broke her new lunchbox.
“It was just rough playing,” the teacher said when I went to

complain, again. “They’re children. It's natural.”
“I don’t know what to do,” I told Sylvie over yet another

morning coffee. “The teachers think the children should sort
it out themselves. But Laura … she's so withdrawn now, she's
like a completely different child.”
“Can you move her to another school?”
“No. I asked. And anyway, the other village schools will be

the same. Probably worse because she'd go in with no
confidence at all. OhGod, Sylvie, what am I going to do? You
said that you had a friend who helped you when you were
new here. What did she do?”
Sylvie shook her head. “Oh, I don't think that's the right

way for your Laura.”
“Please tell me! It obviously worked. You feel you belong

here now, right?”
“Yes. But I could never belong anywhere else.” She smiled,

a little sadly. “Once the lamb becomes a wolf, she can never
go back into the fold.”
“Sylvie, please.” I felt close to tears. “I can’t tell you how bad

it is at home.”
Sylvie took her time to answer. “What do you want?” she

asked eventually, looking, not at me, but out of her kitchen
window, into the forest. “Exactly?”
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“I want Laura to fit in.That’s all.”
After a moment, Sylvie turned back to me.
“Yes,” she said. “Yes. I will help you.”

...

“Come on honey,” I said to Laura one evening the
following week, which had been a particularly bad one. “Let’s
go for a walk.”
She looked up from her book, surprised. “But it’s dark!”
“It’ll be fine.” I helped her into her coat. “The moon’s full.

We’ll be able to see perfectly.”
Sylvie was in her kitchen cooking dinner and I waved to her

as we passed.
“Madame Sylvie,” Laura called. “We’re going for a walk. Do

you want to come?”
Sylvie smiled at her through the open kitchen window.

“Off you go little one. I’ll join you in two minutes.”
Laura trotted along behind me, up the silver-lit farm road

and along the outer edge of the forest.
“I’m scared,” she said, taking my hand.
“You’ll be fine, my darling girl.”
“Are you crying, Mama?”
“No. It’s the cold air, making my eyes water.”
“I want to go back now,” she said and started to turn.
“Just a few minutes more. Give me your arm, my love. No,

not that one, the left one.”
“What are you doing?” she asked, trying to free herself, her

eyes wide with confusion. “Why are you pulling my sleeve

up? It’s cold! I want to go home!”
“Not just yet,” I said, as I held her fast. ‘Look! Madame

Sylvie’s here.”
“Where?” she asked, as something big and grey moved out

of the shadows and lunged at her.
I almost panicked when the animal’s teeth clamped down

on Laura’s arm.
“No,” I shouted. “Stop!”
But its lips drew back in a snarl, and when I looked into its

yellow eyes, I saw nothing there to be reasoned with.
“Mama,” Laura screamed, “help me! Help me!”
I watched her skin break, I saw the blood spray, and just

when I thought I might faint from it all, neighbours started
to rush out from houses up and down the street. They shone
their torches into the darkness, chased the animal back into
the forest and lifted the sobbing child off the floor, just as
people had been doing in this village for hundreds of years.
There were suddenly dozens of hands stretched out to Laura,
staunching her blood with kitchen towels, stroking her hair,
and wiping away her tears. Someone wrapped her in a
blanket, bundled her into a car, and drove us to hospital;
someone took her medical insurance card to the reception
desk and completed all her paperwork; someone else bought
her hot chocolate from the vending machine and sat with her
while she drank it.
Assimilating can take years like Sylvie said. Or it can be the

work of one night.

...
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“Did you recognise the dog?” the doctor asked, as she
swabbed the bite clean. “Does it belong to one of your
neighbours?”
“I’ve never seen it before,” I answered. “It must be a stray.”
“It wasn’t a dog,” Laura raged at me, her eyes glittering with

pain and betrayal. “It was a wolf ! And you didn’t even stop it
biting me!”
The doctor gave me a long look. I’m not sure how to

describe it. Knowing, maybe. Understanding. Pitying.
“Well, it’s more of a nip than a bite,’ she told Laura, briskly.

“Now I need to give you two little injections and you’ll be
fine.”
She said it again, as she opened the door for us to leave.
“You’ll be fine.”
That time she was talking to me.

...

Laura was upset with me for a while, but she got over it.
Soon after the incident she made some friends at school and
started going on playdates. She’s a popular little alpha pup
now.
And if sometimes, when I watch her tearing around the

playground with her new friends, she seems a stranger to me
... if I sometimes feel that this place has claimed her as one of
its own and ripped her right out of my arms ... well, at least
she fits in.
Which is all that matters, here.
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Beneath the Fervent Gaze of the ColdMoon

Winter, three days to Hunter’s Moon

My first impression was of a brazen cockerel in a barn full of
hens and no competition. I was lingering over drinks with
veterinary colleagues when he’d strutted into the bar. Snow
shrouded, bringing the scent of moorland and woodland
with him. Conifer and heather, cervine musk and wild fungi,
gorse andmoss. He was candy for the eyes and chilli-spice for
the imagination. With boisterous auburn hair salted with
snowflakes, and eyes the saturated shade of dog-violets. Eyes
that surveyed the henhouse, paused on mine and stayed.

...

Our love developed fast and hard, much like him. I knew
he was different. I intuited he was foxglove for the heart – at

https://twitter.com/RelphJp
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once lifesaving and deadly. It was in his pervading musk as if
he was a door to the wilderness; the impossible heat that
came from his skin; the way his bones seemed to shift and
reform when we were enwrapped. The night came when I
would know his difference, see it take form, sense its lethal
power. I would find I wasn’t afraid of it. I was hungry for a
taste.
I learned that, instead of just taking and turningme early in

winter, he paused to love me. With another full moon
looming – the Cold Moon – he also gave me a choice. Walk
and beme, or run and be free. In loving him, I was already lost
to the wilderness, so I ran, offered myself to his teeth.
Later, in the transformative, intoxicating moonlight, in the

wrench and tear of all I had been: I gave myself to theWolf.

Summer, six days to Buck Moon

I pass from velvet darkness still heady with the day’s heat,
through grubby-yellow sodium vapour pools, into the sharp
glare of A & E.
I go in far enough to be nauseated by sanitised smells,

before I drop like a pile of blood-soaked rags to the floor, my
holdall sliding away. My trembling fingers slip from my
shoulder and blood escapes with gleeful urgency. A
clamouring of sensible shoes surrounds me, so I close my eyes
and yield to the press of urgent latex hands.

...

I openmy eyes to a nurse, frowning as she checks vitals. She
smiles thinly, dashes for a doctor. I sit up, rolling my neck to
stretch the muscles. The cannula in my hand pulls out with a
hot sting, the fat dressing tears off my shoulder. Pink skin
completely restored; the bandage barely stained.The illusion
was effective. In a biohazard bag under the bed, I find my
holdall, the clean clothes inside. I dress quickly, pull on
Converse. I can feel the ripples.
The Change bristles under my skin like a billion fire ants. I

control it, which is finally getting easier, allowing only my
lower face to morph. Small bones pop, tendons squeal, and
then the sweet agony of the eruptions. My mouth fills with
my own blood; saltier, meatier now. Sitting on the bed, saliva
drops to darken my leggings. It’s an exercise in pain and will
to manipulate the Change: sweat burns rivulets down my
back.
The junior doctor steps inside, smiling automatically. His

eyes, the colour of a plump pigeon, grow enormous when he
sees me. He has the dry skin and dusky under-eye of long
night shifts. I glance at his badge: Dr Harry Schuler.
“What is—” he manages before I’m on him. Fast and

completely.
I bite as I’ve been trained; not too hard or too terminal. I

hold him in a lover’s embrace, muzzle pressed into the meat
of his trapezius. Veins rupture andmy infused saliva soaks the
pulsing wound. Rough hairs spring up along my spine,
scratch and burn as they retreat. The stench of Wolf brings
the wild into the sterile room.
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When it’s done, I help him onto sheets dampened with my
sweat, his eyes widen atmy emerging human face.Wiping the
blood frommy mouth, I lean close,
“It’s ok Harry, you’re not going to die.” I smile, hiding red

teeth, “There are a few rough days ahead though, I won’t lie.”
I pull a postcard from my holdall, lay it on his fluttering

chest. A picture of gambolling husky puppies on the front;
the Alpha’s attempt at humour.
“There’s a full moon in six days, Harry. A lycanthrope’s

moon.That’ll be…rougher. You’ll need to call the number on
this card.” Tears spring from his clouding eyes, the pigeon
breast dulled.
“It’s not personal Harry, and I know that sounds trite, but

the pack needs amedic. Just like they needed a vet last winter.
You’re just on shift at the wrong time.” I sigh, “Just call yeah,
before the full moon.”
I turn from the scarlet blooms on his scrubs, The Change

growls inside me.
“If you don’t call, if you change alone, you’ll do

something…something awful.” I pause at the door, “then I’m
afraid Harry, one of us will have to kill you.”
I pass from the sharp glare of A&E into dawn’s grubby-

yellow sodium vapour sky, the sun setting clouds afire. I smile,
the wilderness beckoning. I have a breakfast date to get to.

...

We’re full of the heady miasma of conifer, cervine musk
and moss. The leaf-littered woodland floor releases enticing,

fecund smells as we pound it. From shadow to sunlight to
shadow, lost in the glorious oblivion of fur and claw.
Snapping at startled moths with mouths sticky with rabbit
blood. Flying over fallen logs brindled with bright fungi,
puffing spores in alarm.Thenwe pause, panting and grinning,
pressing against each other, nipping. He is blood-sweet
lycandy, and my pounding lupine heart swells at him;
beautiful, sun-dappled red with dog-violet eyes, and I recall a
time I likened him to a cockerel. I chuff at the thought: a
cockerel is a fine snack. Then he licks my face, my ears, hot
breath pluming, and I give myself to theWolf.
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Son of Night

I ease open the door.
The doctor awaits. Not in that sense, of course, though his

greying beard and wrinkled eyes hint at a swift reunion. His
time above ground draws to a close.
“Thanatos?” he asks.
In my work, it costs nothing to be polite, and even my

critics acknowledge me as a bringer of peace. I nod, slowly.
He smiles and scribbles upon a clipboard.
“Good,” he says. “Take a seat.”
I have never endured psychiatry before. From my vague

understandings, I expect a couch in black leather, reclining
like a serpent beneath the rattle and whirl of a ceiling fan. But
the doctor ushers me into a plush armchair instead. I do not
complain.
“I do not believe we have met,” he says.

https://phuulishfellow.wordpress.com/
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I shrug. “Few meet me twice.”
He chuckles and mops his bald head with a handkerchief.

“Indeed. I must say I was surprised when I saw you had made
an appointment.”
“I thought appointments were standard. I always keep

mine.”
“So I have heard.” He nods towards his office bookshelf. “I

have made a lifelong study of your brother and nephews.
Have you read my treatises?”
Ah, my beloved twin brother. The fellow spreads himself

around like syphilis at one of Aphrodite's parties. And where
dear Hypnos goes, his children march close behind.
Morpheus and his merry brood, a troop known to all.
“I can't say I've read your books,” I confess. “Work devours

my time.”
“And your work troubles you?”
“Yes. And no.” I wave my arm magisterially. “I mean, it

shouldn't. I perform necessary duties. But everyone hates me.
And hatred hurts. It is why I have sought your help.”
The doctor scribbles a note. “Interesting. But let us take a

step back. Your brother...”
“No one hates him. Why they can't get enough of his

antics. He devours a third of their lives, and that's just fine. I
grant them an eternity of blissful oblivion, yet they shun and
curse me. My very existence brings only misery.”
Pangs of bitterness entermy voice. I am a sensitive soul, and

when one reads Hesiod's lies after two and a half millennia...
the wounds sting. A heart of iron and a spirit of bronze is a

weighty burden.
The doctor taps his pen. “A hypothesis,” he says. “Hypnos

grants sweet refreshment. You grant only ending.”
My turn to smile. “The two are not at odds, my dear doctor.

Life becomes weariness. Life unending becomes torture. No,
I have long thought on this. I shall never truly understand the
minds of mortals, but I have heard it is fear of the Night. Fear
of Nyx.”
A grin flashes across the man's face. His eyes sparkle, long

years gone in an instant.
“Of course,” he babbles. “Nyx is the mother! My theory is

correct! Psychological distress always comes back to the
mother! So...” His voice trembles. “Tell me how you feel
about her.”
What to say? Ancient andmighty, mymother terrifies even

Zeus himself. She is beyond the gods, never mind men.
Primordial creatures of darkness, she and my father Erebus
shroud the world in a gloom that hides and obscures,
blocking both sight and knowledge. Nyx is the master of the
unknown, except those secrets she doles out piecemeal
through her oracles. And therein lies her terror.
I too am an unknown, often called the oldest and greatest

fear of mankind. But I only follow from her. She is, after all,
my mother.
The doctor listens patiently.When at last I pause, I see him

staring into space.
“You give me much to muse on,” he murmurs.
“No doubt. Perhaps I answer my own question too.”
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He raises an eyebrow. “How so?”
“My brother and his sons are strange, but not unknown.

Men dally with them daily. I am that which men only see
once – and never again. They only guess at my nature. So,
they fear me, and fear becomes hate.”
The doctor wrinkles his forehead. “Your mother is seen

every day.”
“She is the army that assaults the walls of Man, a foe to be

endured, but never defeated. And in her wake march things
that take on a life of their own. A thousand fears of the mind,
given breath by her power. Small shadows beneath her single
mighty shadow.”
“You do not exist in the mind.”
“No, though many wish I did. Did they not learn from

Sisyphus?” I shake my head. “No, no one learns. To chain me,
to lock me away... it is folly. I am unknowable and yet
inevitable. And thus, the anointed King of Terrors.”
I laugh without joy.
The doctor pulls out his pocket watch and flicks it open.
“Unfortunately, our time is up. I thank you, Thanatos. It

has been a rare privilege.”
A crueller being would have thrown those words back at

him, with well-deserved mockery. But I am not cruel, no
more than I have a right to be.
The man ushers me over to the door.
“About our next appointment,” he says, suddenly.
I see sweat beading on his forehead. “Yes?”
“It cannot be cancelled. But can you postpone it?”

He does not relish a reunion. I thought as much. But I only
pat him on the shoulder.
“We'll see,” I say, as I head off down the stairs.
The best the Great Unknown can offer, I suppose. In my

work, it costs nothing to be polite.
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ALITTLE LEARNING IS ADANGEROUS
THING

None of this was my idea. It couldn't have been. I didn’t have
any ideas until I opened new eyes and saw something blurry
and bright. I raised myself off the ground instinctively; small
light things fell away from me, and I caught them in my
hands. I didn't even know what hands were then; it's only
through memory that I can reconstruct my first fire-lit sight
of dry meadowsweet on rounded palms and recognise
everything for what it was.
Ideas are foreign things to flowers. We feel it when we’re

parched or flooded, or there’s a blight, or another plant
encroaches on our territory and chokes us, but we don’t get
ideas from that. My very first idea, as a living breathing
woman with the skin to prove it, was that I was scared.
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I scrambled backwards, or I tried to, as my vision slowly
cleared, and I saw things I’d understand better later.The great
globe of the silver moon hanging above us, the deep dark of
the sky, pinpricks of starlight. A small fire burning purple at
intervals the eaves of a forest. Two figures wrapped in dark
cloaks, each with fair hair – one white, one golden.
“Hush,” said the white-haired figure, though the words

were only noise to me then. “Calm yourself.”
“I don’t think she understands you, uncle,” said the golden-

haired one. “She looks… strange.”
“You’ll like her well enough in daylight.” The first figure

tried to coax me forward.
I grasped for a stone. It took a long time for me to learn

words, but self-defence came fast; these strange fingers curled
easily around a rough pebble. Then a cold breeze slithered
around the tree trunks and skated across my skin, and I
shivered.
“She’s cold,” said the gold-haired man, and unpinned his

cloak. “Here, lady. Here.”
This body knew things that I did not. It knew what an

attempt to appease looked like: the bowed head, the slow
movement. Cold was frightening to me. It felt like the
coming winter, and suddenly that was something to be afraid
of, not something I just knew.
I dropped the stone and took the cloak, and as I stepped

forward, I almost fell over torn oak branches. As I moved I
felt dry things beneath my feet. When I looked down, the
branches were brittle as ice, and the dry things were torn
meadowsweet and broom flower – laid out in what I’d later
realise was the shape of a woman.

Even then, I think I knew I’d made a mistake.
“She looks well in the firelight,” the golden-haired man

spoke again. Something about his eyes and speech made me
draw the cloak more closely around myself. This body knew
that, too, even if I didn’t yet. “What shall we call her?”
“You can’t name your own wife, Lleu.”
Lleu grinned. “Why not?”
The white-haired man handed me items that felt strange

beneath my fingers, soft lengths of cloth like the cloak, but
not large enough to wrap around me; one pale and thin, one
a colour I would later know as green. Another was made of
something tougher, less flexible, ridged in patterns, and I
traced the patterns over and over again like they would tell
me what they were. Two others were made of a springy fabric
that prickled.
A smock, a kirtle, a belt, and stockings. These names I

learned later.Then, they had to help me dress. I thought they
were going to kill me, although I didn’t know how, or what
that meant. My body panicked for me – but that meant I
froze, like a rabbit before a stoat. I was still standing rigid and
panicked when the kirtle fell loose over my body and freed
my face. I found myself staring into the white-haired man’s
eyes.
He took my shoulders and considered me carefully. The

skin on the back of my neck prickled.
“From flowers you came and of flowers we’ll call you,” he

said at last. “Your name is Blodeuwedd.”
“Do you think she knows what a name is?” said the golden-

haired man and laughed.
“She’ll learn.”
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...

I don’t know if you have ever been pried away from
everything you knew and reshaped to serve the whims of
men?There are more of us than I once thought, so maybe.
If you have been, you’ll understand me when I say I should

have run then. If you have been, you’ll understand me when I
say that I had nowhere to run to.
Perhaps, at least, you had the advantage of me in knowing

what a name is, a fire, a house, a comb. I had much to learn.
But Gwydion was right; I did learn. I learned enough to dress
myself and to speak in their languages. To eat and drink and
wash myself; to follow the housekeeper as she directed me in
the tasks a lady of the house should know. I later understood
that she’d been told I was foreign, a distant cousin of
Gwydion, himself uncle to the lord of this manor, Lleu Llaw
Gyffes. I understood why she wasn’t curious about me, either.
It never pays to be curious aroundGwydion, whether you call
him Wise or Deceiver. He may not raise a hand to you, but
then, he doesn’t need to. He has curses on his fingertips and a
nephew at his right hand, young, bold and quickwith a blade.
I didn’t understand at first what it was to bemarried.What

the ring was that Lleu gave me. What the words I repeated
meant. The housekeeper, to her credit, tried to explain. But I
had to learn that one as I went along.
What a family I married into. Gwydion was a sorcerer

without scruple or honour – or a wise man and cunning
adviser, depending on who spoke. Arianrhod, his sister, was a
lady who held broad lands in fealty. Lleu Llaw Gyffes was his

nephew, son of Arianrhod, and object of her hatred.
Pretender to her lands, which Gwydion cannot hold even
though only an older sister stands in his way – for no man,
there is fool enough to trust him. Which, if true, means the
men of the north are clever indeed.
When other people tell this story – and I still overhear

them, yes – they talk as if the ladyArianrhod threw Lleu away
for spite, as if she cursed him for vengeance. They call her a
bitch, an enchantress, a murderess as if those are all the same
things.They call for an end to Arianrhod, and valiant Lleu in
her place. Valiant, of course, is a word soaked in blood. As is
wise, in its own way. Believe me when I say Lleu and his uncle
earned both. It would have been better for many had she
drowned them at birth.
I say that if Arianrhod was an enchantress perhaps she had

the foresight to know what Lleu would become. I say if she
was a murderess she fought in self-defence. I say if she is a
bitch, well so let us all be, for all that means on aman’s tongue
is that she had a weapon to hand and was willing to use it.
I doubt men in the north are any wiser than they are here,

in Gwydion’s exile. But perhaps they know what Gwydion is
made of and fear his tools. Perhaps she knows how to keep
them in line regardless. And perhaps she could turn me back
if I were to seek her out, but I have no rightful shape any
longer, and if she were to turn me back all I would be is dead.

...
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Once a wife, I continued to learn. Human women
undertake a great number of tasks, all of them strange, and so
many meaningless. To a woman who was made of oak
branches and flowers, they are difficult to understand, but
‘difficult’ means little when you aren’t given a choice. It had
to be done, so I did it, at the cost of many small burns and
cuts, torn threads and wasted meals.
“Foreign or stupid?” the housekeeper said once when she

thought I couldn’t hear, to the butcher who used to come
round to kill whatever needed killing at the manor farm.
“Lleu should have taken a wife that could bring him more
than this lass.”
“A marriage like that is easily broken,” said the butcher,

meaningful.
If only. Lleu cleaved tightly to me. I never understood why,

unless he felt I was all he could get, and he wanted his
bargain’s worth. I’ll say that, where any womanmight serve in
place of a wife, he had plenty of offers. So, unless it was part
of Arianrhod's curse that none of those other women might
stand where I stood – unless it was part of Lleu’s arrogance
that he had a wife unlike any other – I could not tell you why
he kept so close to me. I was happiest when he was gone. And
like any flower that turns its face blindly to the sun or wilts in
the storm, I could only tell the truth. He didn’t like it, but I
couldn’t help that.
I was fortunate; he was often gone. No queen’s throne is

quite secure, but it takes a lot to get a good one out of her seat,
and whatever Gwydion had done to sour his welcome in the

home of his childhood it must have been thorough. He and
Lleu rode across the land, seeking allies, seeking swords,
seeking grievances they could exploit. I stayed at home.
Nobody taught me to ride, horses knew me for what I was
not and fearedme. I spent long hours in themeadows and the
stillroom. I spun and I tried to sing, but birds sing and I have
yet to understand why humans copy them. I had lessons to
learn, and the consequences were bitter if there was no
evidence I had tried. But without precious Lleu at bed and at
board, I had time that was my own. Time not to be watched,
or to be dressed up like a doll, or to be toyed with, also like a
doll. I could leave the house unnoticed and breathe free air.
That’s how I came to make the acquaintance of Gronw. He

was as handsome then as he will ever be, but they only call
him Gronw the Fair in songs. The kind of songs I hate, for
however prettily sung they are, they are still Gwydion’s and
his stain is on them. Tome, Gronwwas nothing but kind. He
took no liberties and asked nothing of me except my name
and a little conversation. I did not know then what a friend
was, or that I was not allowed to have one. I knew only that
he made me smile, and that when he told me I was lovely, he
usually meant that I was kind, not that I was beautiful. I had
learned to hate admiration of this flower-made face, the body
with bones of oak.
When he asked questions, I knew he found my answers

strange. Where are you from, who is your father, have you
sisters? Why did you marry Lleu? Why does my sister say you
sing like a river?
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What else would I sing like? I answered, and he laughed, but
not as if he thought me a fool.
He never asked me for anything more than I was willing to

give. His smile met his eyes.

...

I had learned by experience that I was not allowed to keep
anything Lleu did not give me, as I had learned how to be a
wife, and I suppose I had to learn by experience too that Lleu
considered friendship a betrayal.
He left bruises on my face and aches in my muscles, he tore

at my hair and the dresses he had chosen for me. He shut me
into darkened rooms, and as I crouched in a corner, fearing
yet another blow, his hunters barred the windows and called
to each other that the lord Lleu was going in search of Gronw
– to finish repaying the insult.
I hoped Gronw had already fled, that the marks Lleu had

inflicted on him were not too severe to prevent his escape. I
hoped he had taken his sister with him, for I had never
trusted Lleu, and still less did I trust Gwydion. There was no
one here I could trust, except myself.
The room was made of stone, but I had bones of oak. Have

you ever seen what a tree can do to stone, given time? Have
you ever seen what a tree can do to stone, at need?
After all these months of wandering, I knew the country

well, and Lleu’s band was too large to move swiftly in
constrained lanes. I caught up with them before the burning
place. I had learned the value of stealth, so I skirted round to

find the men holding Gronw’s mother and sister before
confronting Lleu. Only two had been left to hold the women
hostage, and they were far too preoccupied with their
weeping captives to hear my approach through the woods.
Their necks snapped as readily as twigs, and I gave them no
time to scream or to run, for unlike Gwydion – and unlike
them – I have some mercy in me. Housekeepers kill chickens
and fish all the time, and plants don’t mind a little blood. But
like any thrifty housekeeper, I do not kill for sport.
I was not interrupted. Lleu, being a fool of his own kind,

doesn’t like to see a lady cry – so he had had the women taken
off to one side, away from his threats and killing. He hardly
knew I was there until I had my hand on his sword arm, and
with my bones of oak, I broke that wrist. They say Gwydion
mended it and he uses it as well as ever now, but when they
say that I think of how he screamed and I doubt them.There
were arrows on the string, all pointed at me now not Gronw,
for my unnatural strength and blood-spattered skirt; but no
one had a clear shot that would not also threaten Lleu, all of
them feared me too much to fire.
“Run,” I said to Gronw. “Join your sister andmother. I have

freed them.They will not be safe without you.”
Another man, a worse one – Imean Lleu, but I couldmean

many others – would have flinched fromme in fear before he
fled. In the flickering light of his burning home, Gronw laid
his hand over his heart and bowed. Whatever else is said of
me (and they say a great deal) no onewho knewGronw could
deny that I chose my friend well.
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It was fortunate that he ran without looking back. Had he
seen Gwydion seize the back of my neck and grasp until I let
go of Lleu’s wrist, he might have made a gallant attempt to
defend me, and then he would have died. That would have
been a waste.
It hurt when Gwydion grabbed my neck, and it hurt when

he turned me and gripped my jaw to force me to look at him.
His eyes were white fire of a kind that poisons, and his teeth
were drawn back like a wolf that snarls – without the wolf ’s
redeeming features.
“Traitress,” he snapped.The spittle flew overmy face. “How

dare you?”
I said nothing. He shook me roughly, like a kitten whose

spine he could break, but he made me, and he knew what he
hadmademe of andwhat it would take to kill me, so he chose
another revenge.
“For your looseness, I name you a bird of the air,” he hissed.

“For your witchcraft, a creature of the night. And I curse you
with friendlessness. You will be welcome nowhere,
Blodeuwedd, and you will never lose your name.”
He spoke words that smelled like the air after lightning,

and the next thing I knew I was much smaller, with feathered
wings – this body, too, knew what was required of it.
It is much easier to learn the use of talons than it is to learn

the use of words.

...

I hear that for a while in those parts they called an owl
blodeuwedd, but the name has not caught on. Whereas these
days Gwydion is neither the wise nor the deceiver, save in the
company of lords and queens, but the scarred. He says a
griffon did it, but everyWelshman alive knows it was an owl.
Wise, indeed. How much is wisdom worth in the face of a

woman you have forced to be clever?
He thinks I am dead. They both think I am dead. Such

stupidity is priceless; they have killed plenty of owls, but none
of them was me. I am too fast, and too quick-witted. I still
know how to learn. And I still have not forgotten them.
I am only an owl, but my cries fill Lleu with fear; the flutter

of my wings makes him start like a scared child. I have
become an ill omen, a harbinger of death, and people begin
to say that the lady Arianrhod far away on her throne knows
Gwydion’s plans and has sent her spies. That may or may not
be true, but it suits me very well to watch superstition and
terror eat away at Lleu’s claim, at Gwydion’s toils.
I am still the face of flowers; I am still the silent wings. And

men can call me what they like. I will scream until they die.
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